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Crystal structure refinement of anandite-2Or, a barium- and
sulfur-bearing trioctahedral mica
MnnrnNr A. Fnur. Atronnv C. Rurn, lNo S. W. B.qJLnv
Departmentof Geologyand Geophysics
Uniuersityof Wisconsin,Madison, Wisconsin53706
Abstract
has been refined to
The structureof anandite-2or,ideally BaFel*1SirFe3*)O1o(OH)S,
R*: 6.40 using 1074reflections.Unit cell parametersare a:5.439(1), b :9.509(2), and
c : 19.878(6)A.
The symmetryis reducedfrom the ideal Ccmmto Pnmnas a result of ordering
of tetrahedral Fe3* and Si, octahedral F'e and Mg, and the anions OH and S. Mean bond
A, M(2FO,S : 2.n6L,
lengthsare T(lfo : r.620L, T(2Fo : r.7ggL, M(IFO,OH : 2.097
M(3FO,S:2.2284, and M(4fO,OH:2.1204. Sulfur,which substitutesfor OH, is present
as 52- and movesby 0.16Atoward the interlayerBa so that it servesas a 13thneighbor.This
severelydistortsthe shapesof the Fe-rich transM(2)and cis M(3) octahedra.Fe3+-richT(2)
tetrahedra are linked to one another across the mirror plane, and small rings of four
T(1) + two T(2) alternatewith large rings of two T(1) + four T(2) in eachtetrahedralsheetbut
are shifted to face one another in adjacentlayersacrossthe interlayer gap. The interlayer Ba
movesdeeperinto the largerring by 0.llalong c towardsthe sulfur.
The 6-fold rings are essentiallyhexagonal (a : 0.9'). The usual instability of prismatic
coordination around an interlayer cation resultingfrom anion-anionrepulsionis counterbalancedin anandite-ZOrbecause(1) the divalent charge on Ba offsetsmore of the unsatisfied
chargeson the basal oxygensthan would a univalent cation, (2) attraction exists between
Ba2+ and St-, (3) alternating-wavecorrugations in the basal oxygen surfacesare in-phase
and do not lead to abnormally short contactsacrossthe interlayergap, and (4) alternation of
the ordering pattern acrossthe interlayer gap pairs the basal oxygen unique to hybrid T(2)
with that uniqueto pure Si T(1).
Severallines of evidencesuggestthe true symmetry is P2, (a-axis unique),but attempted
refinementin that subgrouphas not beensuccessful.
Introduction
Anandite is a trioctahedral brittle mica that to date has
been identified only from Wilagedera, Ceylon (now Sri
Lanka), where it occurs as thin bands and lenseswithin a
magnetite-barite-sulfide ore zone. The enclosing calcschists and calc-gneissesof Precambrian age have been
subjectedto granulite grade metamorphism(Pattiaratchi,
1961).The simplified formula of anandite is Ba(Fe,Mg)3
(Si,Fe3*)4O1o(OH)S,
wbich is unique becauseof the substantialsubstitutionof 52- for (OH)-t.The essentialpresence of structural sulfur was proven by the microprobe
analysesof Lovering and Widdowson(1968)and by the
first structural refinement by Giuseppetti and Tadini
(1972).Itis alsoconfirmedin the presentstudy.
Three polytypes of anandite have been recognized.The
original descriptionof the mineral by Pattiaratchiet al.
(1967)listed a powderpattern that can only be indexedas
2Mr.The structuralrefinementof Giuseppettiand Tadini
(1972)was of the2Or polytype,as is the presentstudy,and
this appearsto be the dominant polytype. A refinementof
a lM polytypeis also in progress(T. Kato, personalcomm.
to S. W. Bailey, 1984).

A secondrefinementof the 2Or structure has been carried out becauseof its unique nature and becauseof several
inconsistenciesin the original refinement.The structure is
of specialinterestbecauseof the structural S, interlayer Ba,
and substantialtetrahedralFe3*. Ordering has reducedthe
symmetryfrom the ideal spacegroup Ccmmto an apparent
subgroup Pnmn. It is the only known mica in which Ccenteringofan orthohexagonalcell is violatedand the only
ofl€ in which orderedtetrahedralR3+ cations do not alternatewith Si aroundeachhexagonalring. It is alsothe only
mica for which the 2Or polytypehas been verified.The
refinementby Giuseppetti and Tadini (1972)was of only
moderateaccuracy,as indicatedby the residualR: l3.l%
for 853 reflections(only 409 observed)and by inconsistency
betweencertain bond lengthsand the composition.For
example,tetrahedronT(l) was interpretedto be of compodespiteits meanbond lengthof 1.68A.A
sition SionuAlo.ou
more reasonableT-O bond would be 1.61-1.62Afor that
composition.The mean T(2FO bond of 1.77Awas interand the
preted to give a compositionSio.ruFefi.*.rFefr.lr,
possibility of tetrahedralFe2* is suffrcientlyunusualthat it
warrants further study. The presentstudy confirms most of
the major featuresof the Giuseppettiand Tadini structure,
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Table l. Allocation of microprobeanalysist

clarifies the inconsistencieswith a more accurate refinement, and usesthe observedstructural distortions and ordering pattern to explain the stability of the 2Or structure
for this composition.

qt.

Experimental
A sample of the Wilagedera anandite was kindly sent to S. W.
Bailey by Professor Th. G. Sahama of the University of Helsinki.
About 35 platelets of different crystals were studied for perfection
and symmetry by precession and Weissenberg methods. All of
these crystals plus additional material ground up for a DebyeScheerer pattern proved to be of the 2Or polytype. The powder
pattern (Bailey, 1980) is quite different from that of the original
2M rmateial.
A 2-layer periodicity evident on precession photographs in the
hOl reflections and others with k: 3n indicates the periodicity of
the octahedral cations along c. They must alternate regularly in
adjacent layers between the I and II sets of possible positions, thus
restricting the polytype choices to 2Or,2Mr, or 6II. In any layer
silicate there are three possible reciprocal b* or pseudo-b+ axes,
60' apart in the plane normal to c, and three possible a* or
pseudo-a+ axes normal to the possible b* axes. Unfiltered precession photographs taken with the crystal mounted normal to (001)
and with each possible a axis as the precession axis in turn (i.e.,
three photos taken 60' apart on the dial) can be used to determine
true b*, the cell shape, and its apparent symmetry. Determination
of the true symmetry requires examination of a much larger
number of reflection intensities. For these anandite crystals each
of the three possible b* axes is observed to be normal to c* and to
be outlined by white radiation streaks that ertend continuously
through the 0k0, hho, or hh0 reflections (as the case may be on the
three photos) directly to the origin. The true b*c* photo is different from the two pseudo-b*c* photos in that it indicates only
lJayer periodicity along c* due to an apparent n-glide plane
parallel to (100). These observations combine to indicate an
orthogonal-shaped cell of apparent orthorhombic symmetry, thus
the 2Or polytype with alternating intralayer shifts of *arl3 and
-atl3
A few reflections violating the systematic absences required by
C-centering are evident on true b*c+ and a*c* photos, and a large
number on higher level photos. There are also violations of most
of the other systematic extinctions required by Ccmm and Pnmn
symmetry. It is clear that the structure can be approximated by
Pnmn, however, because violations of the extinctions required by
the n-glides and 2, screw axes are few in number. The structure
has been refined as Pnmn for comparison with previous results.
The possible true symmetry is discussed in a later section.
Electron microprobe analyses of three different grains showed
little variation between or within grains. Table 1 lists the analysis
obtained by courtesy of Dr. E. D. Glover by averaging four separate measurements, each obtained at eight different points, using
an ARL microprobe model SEMQ as automated by Tracor
Northern. Operating voltage was 15 kV. and a current of 0.02 pA.
The beam was focused at approximately 10 pm to avoid specimen
damage. High purity oxides were used as standards for the major
elements and wollastonite, jadeite, microcline (Asbestos, Quebec),
rhodonite, scapolite, synthetic covellite, and fluorite were used for
Ca, Na, K, Mn, Cl, S, and F, respectively. Corrections were made
by the theoretical ZAF method. A Mdssbauer analysis by courtesy
of Dr. G. A. Waychunas of Stanford University indicated 45.6Yo
of total Fe is present as Fe3t. Only minor Mn is present, and the
valenceswas assumed for Mn in the strucsame ratio of 2+:3+
tural allocation as found for Fe.
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There is some question as to the correct method to allocate the
analysis to a structural formula for anandite. The ideal formula
assumes 23 positive and negative charges, but this is only true if
there is exactly one 52- anion per formula unit. The structural
forrnula was derived initially by assuming an ideal 23 total positive charge on the cations and using the atomic ratios plus th€
assumption S + Cl : 1.0 to derive S, Cl, and F contents. The
structural refinement later showed that the scattering power of the
interlayer cation is essentially that of pure Ba, so that vacancies
can be discounted. The final allocation shown in Table I uses the
atomic ratios and the assumption Ba * K * Na : 1.0. The
K + Na total is only 0.045 atoms. The differences between the
initiat and final allocations are minor. The M<issbauer analysis
indicates 1.40 atoms of tetrahedral Fe3* and no tetrahedral Fe2+,
identical with the allocation of Table l.
The present analysis differs from the original wet chemical
analysis of Pattiaratchi et al. (1967) in giving less FeO, AlrO.,
TiOr, CaO, and KrO but more total Fe, FerO., BaO, and S, plus
the added elements Cl and F. Lovering and Widdowson (1968)
found somewhat similar discrepancies with an electron microprobe analysis, and attributed the differences to biotite and augite
contamination in the original sample. They reported the sulfur to
be a primary constituent of the mineral, rather than due to pyrite
impurity, and demonstrated that it was present as 52- by measuring the wavelength shift of its SKa radiation. The present
analysis is similar to that of Lovering and Widdowson but differs
in showing less FeO, MnO, and NarO but more BaO, FerOr, S,
and Cl, plus the added element F.
A triangular-shaped crystal,0.7 mm on edge and 0.07 mm thick,
was selected for detailed study. Unit cell dimensions of
a : 5.439(l), b :9.5@(2\, and c : 19.878(6)A were determined by
least-squares refinement of 15 higb-angle reflections on a Syntex
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Table 2. Final atomic coordinatesand thermal parameters
B(eq)

A tom

0.0000
0.2553(0) 2.04
0.0000
0.0000
0 . 73
0.5000
0.0000
0.83
0.88
0 . 6 5 5 9 ( 1 )0 . 0 o o o
0.1690(r) 0.0000
0.80
0 . 1 6 r 7 ( 1 )0 . r 3 8 7 ( r ) 0 . 6 9
0 . 6 6 6 7 ( r )0 . 1 4 0 3 ( 1 ) 1 . 1 0

Ba
M (l )
M(2)
x(3)
M(4)
r(1)
r(2)

0.6679(1)
0.0000
0.5000
0.0000
0.5000
0.1665(3)
0.670r(2)

0(1)
0(2)
0(3)
0(4)
0(5)
0(6)

0 . r 5 9 3 ( 7 ) 0 . 1 6 2 5 ( 3 )0 . 0 5 7 6 < 2 ) 0 . 7 5
0 . 6 7 6 2 ( 7 ) 0 . 6 6 8 8 ( 3 )0 . 0 5 0 6 ( 2 ) 1 . 0 5
o . 4 r 2 4 ( 9 ) 0 . 2 2 9 3 ( 5 )0 . r 7 0 6 < 2 ) 2 . 3 6
0 . 9 2 6 4 ( 9 ) 0 . 7 6 7 1 ( 5 )O . r 7 3 4 < 2 ) 2 . 1 6
0 . r 6 3 8 ( 2 0 )0 . 0 0 0 0
0.1656(3) 3.95
0.l8rr(3) 2.64
0 . 6 6 2 1 ( i 3 )0 . 5 0 0 0

orr
s
H+S

0.6674(9) 0.0000
0.1665(3) 0.5000
0.6709
0.0000

B(1I)

0.0r67(2)
0.0069(6)
0.00es(4)
o.oo64(3)
0.0078(3)
0.0092(s)
0.0098(3)

B(22)

B(33)

B(12)

B(r3)

B<23)

0 . 0 o o o (0 ) 0 .
0.0091(r) 0.0005(0) 0.
0.0001(2) 0.
0.0023(2) 0.0004(0) 0.
0
.0003(r) o.
o . o o 2 2 ( 1 )0 . 0 0 0 4 ( o ) 0 .
0.000r(1) 0.
0.0038(r) 0.0003(0) o.
- o . o o o o (r ) 0 .
o.oo22(l) o.ooo4(0) 0.
0 . 0 0 2 1 ( l ) 0 . 0 0 0 1 ( 0 )- 0 . 0 0 0 0 ( 2 ) o . o o 0 0 ( 1 ) - 0 . 0 0 0 0 ( 0 )
0.0044(r) 0.0003(0) 0.0002(i) 0.0000(1) 0.0002(0)

o . o o e 2 ( 1 r ) 0 . 0 0 2 4 ( 3 )0 . 0 0 0 2 ( 1 ) - 0 . 0 0 0 0 ( s ) 0 . 0 0 0 4 ( 3 ) - 0 . 0 0 0 0 ( 1 )
0 . 0 0 6 0 ( 1 0 )0 . 0 0 2 9 ( 3 ) 0 . 0 0 0 9 ( 1 ) - 0 . 0 0 0 4 ( 4 ) 0 . 0 0 0 5 ( 3 ) 0 . 0 0 0 3 ( l )
0 . 0 1 8 3 ( r 6 ) 0 . 0 1 0 0 ( 5 )0 . 0 0 0 8 ( 1 ) - 0 . 0 0 4 0 ( 7 ) - 0 . 0 0 1 7 ( 3 ) 0 . 0 0 0 3 ( 2 )
0 . o r 7 r ( 1 6 ) 0 . 0 0 9 9 ( s ) 0 . 0 0 0 6 ( 1 )- 0 . 0 0 4 0 ( 7 ) 0 . 0 0 1 6 ( 3 ) 0 . 0 0 0 4 ( 2 )
0.0000(8) 0.0
0 . 0 8 6 8 ( 5 8 )0 . 0 0 2 7 ( 5 ) 0 . 0 0 0 4 ( l ) 0 . 0
0.0002(6) 0.0
0 . 0 L 7 8 ( 2 2 )0 . 0 1 2 7 ( 9 ) 0 . 0 0 0 8 ( r ) 0 . 0

o.o
0.0
0 . 0 0 5 1 ( 1 3 0) . 0
0.0509(3) 0.96
0.0838(l) 1.88 0.0109(5) 0.0030(r) 0.0004(0) 0.0
0.0903
2.000

(Nicolet) P2, automated single crystal diffractometer. The intensities of 7357 reflections, 42"/. of which violate C-centering, were
measured by the 0:20 variable scan mode over all eight octants of
the limiting sphere out to 60" 20 for monochromatic MoKa radiation. Crystal and electronic stability were checked after every 50
reflections by monitoring a standard reflection, but no instability
was found. Reflections were considered observed if the intensities
were greater than 3.0 standard deviations. Integrated intensities
were corrected for Lp effects and then for absorption by the empirical psi-scan method of North et al. (1968). The data were
merged after correction into 1074 non-zero independent reflections consistent with Pnmn symmetry.r

Refinement
The atomic positions of Giuseppetti and Tadini (1972)
were used as the starting coordinates for refinement by a
modified oRFLSprogram. No cation ordering was assumed
at the start, and hybrid scattering factor tables appropriate
for the composition and for a 50%oionization state were
calculated from the tables of Cromer and Mann (1968).
Only the scale factor and atomic positions were varied at
first, using fixed isotropic B values. When convergence was
achieved, isotropic B values were added as variables to give
a residual R : 16.0% with unit weights. At this stage the
ordering pattern was evident from bond lengths, B values,
and a difference electron density (DED) map. The scattering factor tables were revised accordingly to make T(1)
100% Si and T(2) a hybrid of composition FellSio 3. Octahedra M(2) and M(3) were made 100% Fe, and the small
amounts of other octahedral cations present by analysis
were distributed, along with Fe, over M(1) and M(4). Variations in the occupancies of the latter two sites were made
during subsequent reflnement. Anomalous scattering fac-

t A table of observed and calculated structure amplitudes can
be ordered as Document AM-85-290 from the Business OIIice,
Mineralogical Society of America, 2000 Florida Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009. Please remit $5.00 in advance for the
microfiche.

0.0
0.0
-0,0001(1) 0.0

tors for Ba, Fe, Mg, S, and Si were constructed from data
in the International Tables for X-ray Crystallography. Final
refinements were made with both unit weights and sigma
weights. In other layer silicate refinements made in this
laboratory it was found that unit weights give both smaller
R values and smaller positional errors, but this was not the
case for anandite. Final convergence after varying all
atomic coordinates and anisotropic temperature factors
gave R : 5.2% with unit weights, but the positional errors
determined by program oRFFE were considerably larger
than those given by the sigma weight refinement or given
by our previous refinements of layer silicates. The positional errors determined for the sigma weighted refinement,
for which a slightly larger R* :6.4% was obtained, are
comparable to those obtained in our other refinements and
are the ones presented here. There were no significant differencesin atomic coordinates in the two refinements.
Near the end of the refinement process, difference electron density (DED) sections were flat at all atomic positions. An extra maximum was located just above the OH
group on the side toward the interlayer Ba. Although the
peak is in the position expected for the H+ proton of the
OH in a trioctahedral mica, the measured electron density
of 2.3 units is too large for H* alone. The z-coordinate of
the extra peak is close to that of the crystallographically
independent S atom, which becauseof its large size has its
center of gravity appreciably out of the plane of the apical
oxygens and closer to the interlayer Ba. We interpret the
extra maximum above the OH is due to substitution of S
for OH in 10-15% of the unit cells. but with different
z-coordinates so that the centersofgravity ofOH and S do
not coincide along c. The extra S masks the position of the
H+ proton, for which an electron density of 0.3-0.5 units is
usually found. No attempt was made to refine the position
of the extra S, but its scattering contribution is included in
the final R*value.
^fable
The final atomic coordinates are listed in Table 2.
3 gives the bond lengths and angles calculated from these
coordinates.
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Table 3. Calculatedbond lengths(A) and angles(')
TETRAHEDRA

r(l)

r(2)

r(l)--0(l)
0(3)
0(4)
0(5)

1 , 5 r 2 ( 4 ) 0 ( r ) - - 0 ( 3 ) 2 . 7 1 1 ( 6 )0 ( l ) - - r ( l ) - - 0 ( 3 )
r.5r4(5)
0(4) 2.71r(6)
o(4)
1.625(4)
0(5) 2.645(6)
0(s)
r . 6 2 8 ( 2 ) 0 ( 3 ) - - 0 ( 4 ) 2 . 6 4 4 ( 6 )0 ( 3 ) - - r ( l ) - - 0 ( 4 )
o(5) 2,567(7)
0(5)
0 ( 4 ) - - 0 ( 5 ) 2 . 5 5 9 ( 7 )0 ( 4 ) - - r ( r ) - - 0 ( s )
llean 1.520(2)
ilean Ls-ZT'fiJ
Mea.

1r4.3(2) r(2)--0(2)
rr3.8(2)
0(3)
0(4)
109.5(2)
10e.4(2)
0(6)
104.7(2)
t04,3(2)
I,tean
fdilS?Ti

1 . 7 8 2 ( s )0 ( 2 ) - - 0 ( 3 ) 2 . 9 4 8 ( 5 )0 ( 2 ) - - r ( 2 ) - - 0 ( 3 ) 1 0 9 . 9 ( 2 )
0(4) rr0.r(2)
o(4) 2.946(5)
1.819(5)
0(6) 3,05r(7)
0(6) 117.8(2)
1.813(s)
1 . 7 8 2 ( 3 )0 ( 3 ) - - 0 ( 4 ) 2 . 7 e 7 < 6 )o ( 3 ) - - r ( 2 ) - - 0 ( 4 ) 1 0 0 . 7 ( 2 )
0(5) 2.918(s)
0(5) 108.3(2)
0 ( 4 ) - - 0 ( 5 ) 2 . 9 2 2 ( 5 ,O ( 4 ) - - r ( 2 ) - - 0 ( 6 ) r 0 8 . 8 ( 2 )
rean lTCSi'i)
1.79e(2)
Mean 2J-56-('Ij

INTERLAYER
CATlON

Mean of all

B a - - o ( 3 ) 3 . 0 8 5 ( 5 )( x 2 ) 3 . 2 5 0 ( 5 )( x 2 )
0 ( 4 ) 3 , 0 8 8 ( 4 ) ( x 2 ) 3 . 1 e 1 ( 5 )( x 2 )
o(6) 2.e70(7)
0(6) 3,028(7)
o(5) 3,270(10)
0(s) 3.233(10)
s 3.198(2)
13 contacts - 3.t4-6at

r,t(2)

r . r ( 1 ) - - 0 ( r )2 . r 0 9 ( 4 ) ( x 4 )
(*z)
OH
3:Ijls)
I,lean

2.097(2)

Unshared Edgea
t,(l)

3 . 0 9 3 ( 5 )( x 4 )
3.0er(6) (x2)

0(l)--0H
0(r)--0(l)

l.lean 3.092(2)
M(2)

3.270(4) (xa)
(xz)
!@)

0(2)--s
0(2)--0(2)
tlean

3 . 2 5 0( 2 )

t'l(2)--0(2) 2.r23(4) (x4)
s
2.467(2) (x2)
Mead 2.236(I)
Shared Edges
M(I)

0(1)--otl
0(l)--0(t)

2 . 8 1 6 ( 6 )( x 4 )
(*z)

3_943.1

OgTAITEDRA
f,t( 3 )

H(3)--0(l) 2.246(4) (x2)
o(2) 2.032(al (x2)
s
2 . 4 0 7 ( 2 )( x 2 )
ileat T.Jz:8(/f
Unshared Edges
l,r(3)

0(l)--s
0(l)--0(2)
0(2)--s

r'lean 2.835(3)

Hean

M(2)

0(2)--s
0(2)--0(2)

3.232(a) (xa)
2!J3_!2 (*z)

3 . 2 5 1 ( 3 )( x 2 )
3 . 0 8 2 ( 5 )( x 2 )
3 . 1 8 2 ( a )( x 2 )
3.172(2)

M(4)

0(l)--0(2)
0(l)--oH
0(2)--oH

Mean 3.08I(2)

Mean 3. I86(2)

Cation order
The reduction of symmetryfrom the ideal C-centeredto
Primitive means that atoms near the centersof the (0O1)
facesmust be different from those near the cell corners.
Thereare severalreasonsfor this reductionin symmetry:
1. Accordingto refinementof occupancies
the M(l) and
M(4) octahedraclusteredaround eachcell corner (Fig. l) in
layer I are lessFe-rich than the M(2) and M(3) octahedra
clusteredaround the C-facecenter.M(1) : Mgfi.rnFef.n,

tl

vm
a.
Fig. 1 Octahedra within the first layer of anandite-2or. Sulfur
is preferentially associated with the Fe-rich M(2) and M(3) octahedra.

3.240(5) (x2)
3.16e(5) (x2)
3.r50(3) (x2)

r.{(4 )
lt(4)--0(I)
0(2)
oll
uean

2.r19(al (x2)
2 . 0 7 6 ( 4 )( x 2 )
2 . 1 0 5 ( 3 )( x 2 )
2-tfi-Gf

Shared Edges
r1(3)

0(2)--s
0(2)--0(l)
o(l)--o(l)
s--s
l{ean

3.232(a) (x2)
2.82e(5) (xz)
2.872(8)
3.193(4)
3 , 13 1( 3 )

M(4)
0(1)--0(2)
0(l)--oH
o(2r--o(2)
orr--oH

2 . 8 2 9 ( 6 )< f l |
2 . 8 1 6 ( 6 )( x 2 )
2.778(e)
2.72r(t')

u.a, 2179E?3j-

and M(4): Fef.snMgf.r, if no vacanciesoccur, whereas
M(2) and M(3) are both 100% Fe*. Fe* does not distinguish betweenFe and Mn, or their different valencies,
and Al is included in Mg*. In layer 2 the clustersretain
their identities,but exchangepositions due to operation of
the n-glide planes parallel to (00l) at z : U4, 314 andlor
operation of the 21 screwaxesparallel to [100] at y : ll4,
3 1 4z; : 1 1 4 , 3 1 4 .
2. Hydroxyl groupsare part of the coordinationof the
Fe-poor M(1FM(4) clustersnear the cell corners,whereas
S takes the place of OH in the Fe-rich M(2FM(3) clusters
near the facecenter.
3. Mean T-O bond lengths and occupancyrefinement
and the
agreethat T(1) : Si1.66and T(2) : Fefi.|oSio.ro,
total tetrahedralFe3+ so derivedagreeswith the amount
indicated by Mrissbaueranalysis.Given this ordering, the
mirror planesat y : 0 and y : ll2 then operateto require
adjacent 6-fold rings along b to be compositionally and
dimensionallydifferent within the same tetrahedral sheet,
with 4 T(1) + 2 T(2) in the smallerRl ring and 2 T(l) + 4
T(2) in the larger R2 ring, as shown in Figure 2. Ring 2 is
dimensionallylarger than ring 1 along b, although the sides
along I are smaller,and the resultant b : 9.509Ais grgter
than that expectedfor hexagonalgeometryb : J3a:
9.4214.The possibledistortional effect of the dimensional
differencesof these two kinds of rings is diminished by
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upper ring

s, lower ring R 1
upper ring R2

1'

+
a

4'.

Fig. 2. Non-equivalent 6-fold rings in anandite-2Or at junction of layers 1 and 2. Smaller T(l) tetrahcdra contain Si only and larger
T(2) tetrahedra (dotted) contain a hybrid Fe3*"Sio 3 cation. Smaller Rl and larger R2 rings face one another across the interlayer gap. S
in ring R2 is above Ba on the left and below on the right as a 13th neighbor.

alternating the farge and small rings along c across the
interlayer gap. This alternation is tied into the alternation
in position of the Fe-poor and Fe-rich octahedralclusters
notedin point (1) above,becausethe largeR2 ring is coordinated primarily to the large M(2) and M(3) octahedra
and the smallerRl ring primarily to the smallerM(1) and
M(4) octahedra.Both alternations obey the operation of
the symmetry elementsof Pnmn.The mirror planescreate
"bow ties" of small T(1) tetrahedrabridgedby O(5) atoms
and large T(2) tetrahedrabridged by 0(6) atoms and thus
an ordering pattern quite different than found in other
layer silicateswhereSi and R3+ alwaysalternatearound
all hexagonalrings. If there is an Fe3*-equivalentof the
Al-avoidance principle, it certainly is violated in the R2
nngs.
The assignmentof octahedralcompositionsin point (l)
above is based on refinement of cation occupancies
through variation of scatteringfactor tables and multiplicities plus analysisof DED maps. Interpretationof the
M<issbauerpattern by G. A. Waychunasfor the octahedra
with OH coordinationgives0.39Fe2* atomsin the trans
M(1) site (0.41by refinement)and O.77Fe2+ atomsin the
cis M(4) site(0.89Fe* by refinement,thus suggesting
all of
the Mn occupiesthe latter site).The Mrissbauerspectrum
is extremely complex, probably due to the presenceof S
and Cl, and there are no analoguesfor the doublet assignmentsinvolvingthe M(2) and M(3) octahedra.All the octahedralFe3* must be in theseoctahedra"however.and this
is to be expectedbecauseof their linkage to the charge-

deficient T(2) tetrahedra.Bond lengths and occupancyrefinements suggestthat the Cl present by analysis (0.163
atoms)substitutesfor S rather than for OH, in accord both
with the larger sizeof Cl and the preferenceof Mg to avoid
Cl in its coordinationsphere(Munoz,1984).
Table 4 summarizesthe X-ray and Mdssbauerresults,
and lists our final occupanciesfor all octahedral cation
*
positions. All Mn has been placed in M(4), Fe3 distributed over M(2) and M(3) in a 2:l ratio to fit the observed
M-O bond lengths,and Al distributedequally over M(l)
and M(4). M-O bond lengths calculated for these occupancies,using the effectiveionic radii of Shannon(1976),
are in very good agreementwith those observed(Table 4).
Thus, the structural result$ are internally consistent and
agreewell with the Mcissbauerassignmgnts.There is disagreementwith the microprobe analysis,becausethe structural allocationrequiresabout 0.15atoqnsmore Fe and less
Mg per three octahedral positions than measuredby the
probe. Probe analysis of the actual crystal used for the
structural refinement confirrned the original analysis,so
that the error most likely lies in the structural allocation.
The meanbond length of 1.620Afor the T(1) tetrahedron
is identical to the value suggestedby Smith and Bailey
(1963)for pure Si-O in layer silicatesbut is larger than the
1.608Avalue suggestedfor micas by Hazen and Burnham
(1973).It is possiblethat the small amount of Al found by
microprobe analysis(0.10 atoms) is presentin T(1) rather
than in octahedralcoordination,although this would imply
either a correspondingincreaseof Si and decreaseof Fe3*
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Table 4. Octahedraloccupanciesand bond lengths

Slte

Reflnenent

llossbeuer

Best Conposltlon

il(r) r.f.a1orgf.5er"frl3er"fifosnefrlaeMgq.53l16,e7

Celc.
radlus

Calc.
lt--O

0.731A 2.lllA

obs.
!F-o

2.109A

M(2) r.i.oo

t+
1+
F e [. 7 g F e [ . 3 9

0.740

2.t20

2.123

M(3) rd.oo

_ 2+ _3+
r e o . 8 3 r e ol.7

0.757

2,137

2.139

r,r(4) ref.seugf.11r"fr]rrr"fl+ooP e [ .s 1 M n i .s 4 u n [ .9 4 t ' 1 g s . 6 4 A 1 9 . 607. 7 4 9

2.129

2.128

t+

in T(2), contrary to both the occupancyrefinementof T(2)
and the Miissbaueranalysisfor total Fe3+, or a small error
in the microprobeanalysisof Si. Baur (1981)has recently
surveyedmany silicate structures to arrive at a value of
1.6234 for Si-O. and on this basis we concludeT(1) is
occupiedby only Si.
It has already been mentioned that both occupancyrefinement and Mdssbauerinterpretation indicate a compoThe mean T(2lO bond
sition for T(2) of Fel.+.,oSio..o.
length of 1.7994 is also in close agreementwith bond
lengthscalculatedfor this composition.The effectiveionic
radii ofshannon (1976)suggestmeanFe3*-O: 1.870Ain
tetrahedralcoordination, and linear extrapolation between
this valueand the Si-O end givesa valueof0.713Fe3* for
T(2) if 1.623Ais usedfor Si-O andO.729Fe3+ if 1.608Ais
used.
Interlayer region
Ba2* is only slightly smallerthan Kr* (1.61Aus. 1.64A
for l2-fold coordination) and any changesrelative to the
K-micas will primarily result from the higher charge and
field strengthof Ba. For example,in ananditethe interlayer
gap of 3.083A betweenadjacent basal oxygen surfacesis
about 0.3A less than for most K-rich micas. The coordination polyhedron around Ba is asymmetric,becausethere
is a large R2 ring on one side of Ba and a smaller R1 ring
on the other side.Ba remainsin slightly closercontact with
four of the six basal oxygens of the smaller Rl ring
(3.085-3.088A)than with the correspondingfour oyxgons
But due to tetrahedral
of the larger R2 ring (3.191-3.250A).
tilting the Ba is held in pincer fashion by the two shortest
bonds(2.970and 3.028A)to the two bridging 0(6) atoms in
ring R2 and by longei bonds(3.27Oand 3.233A)to the two
bridging O(5) atoms in ring Rl. The mean bond length to
all 12 basaloxygensis 3.1&A.
A very interesting feature of the interlayer region concernsthe position of the S. The centerof gravity of the S is
not coplanar with those ofthe apical oxygensso that the S
is deeperwithin the large R2 ring and closer to the interlayer Ba. Most of this apparentshift of 0.59Aalong c is due
to the larger size of S. Shannon (1976) lists a radius of
1.38Afor oxygenwith four cation neighborsand 1.84Afor
52 with six neighbors.Correction for CN : 4 reducesthe

t+

?+

latter to 1.81A,so that the centersof gravity of S and O
would differ by 0.43A along c if it is assumedthat their
surfacesare aligned along the octahedral -cation plane.
Thus the actual shift toward the Ba is 0.16A' The Ba, in
turn, has moved 0.1A from median plane of the interlayer
into the large R2 ring and towards the S' The,Ba-S bond
length is 3.1984,which is lessthan the sum of the effective
ionic radii of Ba + S. As a result the S must be considered
in contact with and strongly bonded to the Ba as a 13th
nearestneighbor.The coordination can be describedas an
hexagonalprism that is cappedon one end.The OH on the
other side of Ba within ring Rl is considerablymore distant at 4.0634.The shift of both the Ba and S toward one
another is strong evidencethat an actual bond exists between them and that S is present as 52- rather than as
(SH)t-. The good agreementof the observedcation site
occupanciesand bond lengths for the initial allocation of
the chemical analysis based on 23 positive and negative
charges,rather than 22, alsojustifies the latter conclusion.
No evidenceof an extra electrondensitymdximum attributable to a H+ proton could be found on DED maps in the
vicinity of the S.
The alternation of octahedralcations betweenset I and
II positions in adjacentlayers of anandite-Zor,equivalent
to alternating 180'layer rotations or alternating + and directions of intralayer a1/3 shift, leads to a prismatic
rather than octahedralcoordination ofthe interlayer Ba by
the six nearestbasal oxygens.For structureswith appreciable substitution of tetrahedral R3* for Si the prismatic
coordination normally is consideredunstable becauseit
leadsto repulsionbetweenunsatisfiedchargeson opposing
basal oxygen surfaces(Takeda et al., l97l)' This cffect
should be especiallylarge for the.small iriterlayer separation found in anandite-2Or,but severalfactors comblne to
counterbalancethe repulsion(Guggenheim,1984).There is
strong attraction betweenthe interlayer Ba2+ and the 52within each layer. The Oo-Oo repulsion is minimized by
alternationof thc ordering pattern aclossthe interlayergap
so that basal bxygen 0(6) unique to the substitutedtetrahedron T(2) sits over basal oxygenO(5) unique to the pure
Si tetrahedronT(1), and vice-versa.The divalent chargeon
Ba offsets more of the unsatisfiedchargeson the basal
oxygensthan would a univalent cation. And, as discussed
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in the next section,corrugationsin the basal oxygen surfacesof adjacent layers are in-phase and do not lead to
abnormally short contactsacrossthe interlayergap.
Structural distortions
The angle of tetrahedral rotation (a) measures0.9. in
both rings so that the rings are virtually hexagonal in
shape (Table 5). Giuseppetti and Tadini (1972)suggested
that the hexagonalshapesof the rings are due to the preferenceof the divalent Ba to surround itself by as many
neighborsas possible,and they calculatedby a DLS program that a value of u: 14" would be expectedotherwise.
This explanationrequiresrevisionin view of the refinement
of kinoshitalite,another Ba brittle mica, in which an actual
tetrahedralrotation valueof 12.4"wasfound by Kato et al.
(1979)despitethe presenceof substantialinterlayerBa. In
anandite the small interlayer separationand the observation that Ba is ableto slip into the R2 ring by 0.lA suggest
that Ba is not blocking rotation. Although existingequations for calculating the lateral dimensions of unconstrainedtetrahedraland octahedralsheetsdo not take
into account the presenceof tetrahedral Fe3+ or octahedral S2-, the generalprinciplesrelating to lateral misfit
should still apply. We have usedthe Toraya (1981)equations b,., : 2J3(eo) and bo",: 3J2(dd, whereeo: mean
observedtetrahedralbasaledgelengthand do: meanobserved octahedral cation to anion distance,to obtain an
unconstrainedbr"rlbo.,ratio of 1.029for anandite.Substitution of this value into the regressionequation of McCauley
and Newnham(1971)givesa predictedrotation angleof 1.,
and indicateslittle lateralmisfit of sheetsin anandite.
Table 5. Other structural features
Tetradedral EoEtton (a)

Rtng I
Rlng 2

Tetrahedral ansre (r)

T(l)
T(2\

112.5'
112.5'

ocbhedrel flatrenlng (U)a

tr(r)
H(2)
[( 3)
H(4)

59.8'
55.3"
55.2'
60'2'

lnterml

rmsb

0.9'
0.9'

0ctahedral dletortlon

il(r)
x(2)
il(3)
x(4)

Inte116yer
oxygen

Intrelayer

delte

shlft

extetml

27.4
2S,O
40.7
62.3

z

(A)

rmsc

3.t'
5.6"
6.7"
4.9"

Tet16hedral
Ocbhedral

She€t thlckness (A)

BaEal

(oo)2

4.5"
4,3"
r,6"
6.8'

2.265
2.327
3.081

separatlon

o(s) -o.ll
o(6) +o.18
1 0.337e1

(A)

e The rean octahedral
angle
es:
{, ls deflned
cos 'l - ocbhedral
thrqkness/2(H--O,OR)
The 1de61 { ls 54.73 degrees.
b Rms ochhedral
(1969)
dlstortlon
a! deflned
by Dollase
of the 15 bond en81€s abou!
lhe catlon
fron
rhelr
ldeal
(1971) as:
deftned by Roblnson et. al.
12

( o o ) 2-

ohere

€i

ls

the

obBerved

O--M--o

angle,

I

ts the ms devlatlon
(o0)2
values.
lE

1er-e012/rr

1-l

c Rns ocbhedral
par6meler
dlstortl.on
of 36 exterul
octahedral
face an81e€
about
the aolonB fron
thelr
ldeal
velue6.
Tsenty-four
of tbese angles
are
ldeally
60" and 12 are ldeelly
90".

The basal oxygensin anandite are corrugatedin an unusual pattern as a consequenceof tetrahedral tilting and
distortion around Ihe trans M(1) and M(2) octahedra.Corrugations due to tetrahedral tilting across the large trans
M(1) vacant site are always observedin dioctahedrallayer
silicates,but the resulting pattern can be describedas a
rectified wave in which the wave troughs in a given basal
oxygen surlacepoint in the samedirection. An alternating
waveis observedin ananditewith both crestsand troughs
along the samesurface.This is only possiblein a Primitive
cell, and ideally requiresthe corner and pseudoC-centered
octahedra to be of diflerent sizesrelative to their coordinatingtetrahedra.
The averageSi-Si distancetaken from the literature for
talc, pyrophyllite, and four micas having only Si in tetrahedralcoordinationis 3.0184.The unsharedlateraledgeof
the M(1) octahedron,calculatedfrom the Toroya (1981)
regressionequation using observedM-O distancesand ry'
flatteningparameters,
is ideally O(lFO(l): 3.1464.Thus
in anandite-2Orthe ideal lateral edge of the corner trans
M(l) Fe, Mg octahedron is larger than the ideal distance
betweencoordinating apical O(1) oxygensof the pure Si
T(1) tetrahedral"bow tie". Accordingly,in the lower tetrahedral sheet with the tetrahedrapointing up, the O(l)
apical oxygensmove apart to fit the larger M(1) edgeand
the bridging basal oxygen O(5) buckles upward to tilt the
T(1) "bow ties" acrossM(1).In the upper tetrahedralsheet
O(5) bucklesdownward.The observedO(1FO(1)distance
of 3.091A is intermediate between the ideal tetrahedral
Si-Si and octahedralO(lFO(1) valuesderivedabove.
Interpretation of the T(2) and M(2) relationship is less
straightforward. The ideal T(2lT(2) distance is unknown
for its hybrid Fe$1Sio.,compositionobut presumablyis
somewhatlessthan the observedvalue of 3.1704.Use of
the Toraya regressionequation yields an ideal lateral edge
O(2FO(2): 3.180Ain the 100% Fe M(2) octahedron,although the validity of the equation for a partly Scoordinated octahedron is not known. The available evidencethus suggeststhat the ideal lateral edgeof the M(2)
octahedronis larger than the ideal distancebetweencoordinating apical O(2) atoms on the T(2) tetrahedral "bow
ties", so that the latter should tilt in the samefashionas the
T(1) pair. It is observedthat the apical O(2) oxygensdo
spreadapart to fit the larger M(2) lateral edge,as expected.
This direction of movement also minimizes repulsion between the adjacent 52- anion and the O(2) anions, which
are undersaturated
due to Fe3+ substitutionfor Sia+.For
normal out-of-planetilting the bridging basal oxygen 0(6)
would be expectedto buckle upward in the lower tetrahedral sheet,similar to O(5), but instead it bucklesdownward. This anomalousbehavior is attributed to attraction
betweenthe interlayer Ba2+ cation and the undersaturated
0(6) anions, whereby Ba is' held by the two shortest contacts of its coordination group in pincer fashion by a pair
of 0(6) atoms. The movementsof 0(6) and O(2) also require a tilting of the basaledeeO(3FO(4) so that the latter
two atoms are not coplanarin (001).
Elevation of the bridging O(5) basal oxygen acrossthe
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...*b
Fig. 3. Alternating wave forms in the basal oxygensurfacesat junction of layers I and 2. Alternation of the ordering patternsin the
layerskeepsthe wavesin-phaseand preventsshort O(5lO(5) and O(6fO(6) contactsacrossthe interlayergap.

corner trans M(1) octahedron and depression of 0(6)
acrossthe pseudoC-centeredtrans M(2) setsup the alternating wave form illustrated in Figure 3. Individual crests
and troughs of the waves run along the mirror planes
parallel to the direction of intralayer a/3 shift and to the
"bow tie" stripes of the Rl and R2 rings, and the amplitudesof the waveforms [ - 0.13Afor O(5)and + 0.18Afor
0(6)l shorten the tetrahedral sheetdimension along b by
0.2%. The wave forms are in-phaseacrossthe interlayer
gap, crest-to-crestand trough-to-trough,becausethe layers
are transposedso that the O(5) trough at the top oflayer 1
is adjacentto the 0(6) trough at the bottom of layer 2; the
similar relationship exists for the crests.This correspondencepreventsshort O(5FO(6)contactsacrossthe gap and
therebyminimizesanion-anion repulsiondue to unsatisfled
chargeson the basal oxygensin the hexagonalprism coordination. The interlocking nature of the wavesis only possible in the 2Or structure, becausethis geometry requires
intralayer a/3 shiftsin all layersto be parallel plus a 2-layer
structurein which the ordering pattern and wave forms in
layer 2 are shifted by the C-centeringvector relative to
layer L The combination of the observedordering pattern
and the interlocking wave forms are consideredthe primary reasonsfor the stability and the abundanceof the
2Or structuretype in ananditeof this composition.
The movementof bridgingoxygensO(5)and 0(6) noted
above is achievedonly at the expenseof distortions of the
T(1) and T(2) tetrahedra.Examinationof O"-T-O' angles
in Table 3 showsthat the angle involving O(5) within the
T(1) tetrahedron is zl-5" smaller than the anglesinvolving
the other basal oxygensO(3) and O(4), whereasthe angle
involving 0(6) within the T(2) tetrahedronis about 8"

larger than those involving O(3) and O(4). At the same time
T(lFo(s) :1.6284 is the longest of the T(1loo bonds'
paralleled by shorter Oo-Oo and O"-Oo bonds involving
O(5), and T(2FO(6) : 1.7824 is the shortest of the T(2lOo
bonds, paralleled by longer Oo-Oo and Ou-Oo bonds involving 0(6).
The large size of S and its shift toward Ba distort the
shapes of the M(2) and M(3) octahedra to which the S is
coordinated. This shows up best in the octahedral flattening parameter (lt) and the deviation of the 36 octahedral
lace angles from their ideal values (termed the external
distortion in Table 5). Although the cation to oxygen distances are similar within all four octahedra (Table 3)' the
cation to cation distances are not uniform. Those within
the M(2FM(3) cluster are shorter by 0.05-0.31A than those
within the M(1FM(4) cluster. This is due to increase in
length of the octahedral shared edges involving S in the
M(2FM(3) cluster. The shortest distance M(3FM(3):
2.96:5A is across the longest shared edge (S-S : 3.7%A\,
the second shortest distance M(2FM(3) :3'0974 is across
the second longest shared edge [S-O(2) :3.2324f' and the
larger M-M distances (3.148-3.2724)are acrosslhe shortest O-O and O-OH shared edges (2.'178-2.8724) that do
not involve S. The difference in z parameter of S relative to
O(1) and O(2) shows up in the angle between anions within
the M(2) and M(3) octahedra. Angles with S at the vertex
are all less than 60" [M(2): 50.6-59.5'; M(3): 51.7-57-2"f
and those with an apical oxygen at the vertex are mostly
greater than 60' tM(2) : 60.2-65.4"; M(3) : 56.6-72.5"1Because of their iron- and sulfur-rich compositions, the
tetrahedral and octahedral sheets of anandite are unusually
thick. Tetrahedron T(1) ideally should be 2'1574 thick for
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its pure Si composition, but is extended to 2.2324.
Fe3*-rich T(2), which ideally should be 2396A, is thickenedto 2.4744and would be eventhicker wereit not for
shortening of the bond from T(2) to the undersaturated
apical O(2) (Table 3). The averagetetrahedralsheetthicknessis 23534, or 2.265Aif OH and S are included as
componentsof the apical plane (Table 5). The octahedral
sheetof ideal thickness2.531Ais thinned to 2327A. but
this value is still larger than that of any other mica presently in the literature(Bailey,1984,Tables1-2; Guggenheim,
1984,Table 3). The trans M(l) and M(2) octahedralie on
centers of symmetry and are constrained not to have
counter-rotationof the upper and lower anion triads,but
the cis M(3) and M(4) octahedra have small rotations of
0.5"and 0.3",respectively.
Thermal ellipsoids

Table 6. Orientationsof thermal ellipsoids
Ato!

Axls
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The equivalentisotropicB valuesare listed in Table 2.
e0 (5)
90 ( 3 )
r3
0.rr7(3)
1 8 0 (6)
The valuesare similar for all M cations.The valuesfor T(2)
(1)
r ( 2 ) rI
0.082(3)
90 ( 3 )
82 (r)
and O(2) are larger than those for T(l) and O(1), as exE2 o . L 2 r ( 2 ,
5 (3)
94 (3)
9l ( 3 )
r3
0.143(2)
95 (3) r7r o,
98 ( l )
pected from the substitutions in T(2). The values for the
o ( r)
0.059(l2)
78 ( 8 )
e 3 ( 8 ) L67 ( 8 )
basal oxygenslikewiseare large, as expectedfrom the T(2)
E2 0 . r 0 4 ( 6)
86 ( l e )
5 ( 1 5 ) 92 ( e )
substitutions.
B", for O(5)on the mirror planeis exceptionr3
0.120(7)
L6f ( r o )
8 7 ( r 9 ) 102 ( 8 )
ally large(3.95).
rl
0 . 0 8 7( 9 )
29 (r3) 70 (r2) rr0 (8)
1r7 (r3) 33 (r1) 108 (rr)
rz
0.rr2(7)
The orientationsof the anisotropicthermal ellipsoidsare
r3
0.14r(6)
r00 (9) rr5 (10) 153 (8)
listed in Table 6. The major axesof the ellipsoidsin general
94 (3) r49 (5)
o ( 3 ) rl
0.103(9)
r2o (5)
are in the (001)plane along a or b. The major exceptionis
0.r55(7)
r37 (5) rr9 (5)
62 (6)
r2
that for O(2), which is quasi-parallelto c. The minor axes
o.223(6)
63 (4) 150 (5) r0r (3)
r3
are quasi-parallelto c, exceptfor O(2).The orientationsof
o ( 4 ) rl
0.08401)
64 (5)
88 (3) rr4 (s)
the ellipsoidsappearto be influencedconsiderablyby posi0.155(7)
38 (4)
63 (4)
66 (5)
"2
80 (3)
r3
0.226(6)
65 ( 4 )
153 (4)
tional disorder,primarily involvingthe hybrid T(2) cation.
(
2
)
o
(
5
)
r
l
0
.
0
8
9
(
5
)
9
0
9
0
,
0
(
0
)
r
8
0 (2)
The major axis of the ellipsoidfor basaloxygen0(6) on the
t2
0.rrr(ro)
90.o(0)
e0.0(0)
0.0(0)
mirror plane between two T(2) tetrahedra is oriented
0.350(12) t80 (2)
90.0(0) e0 (2)
normal to the mirror plane and parallel to the T(2fT(2)
o ( 6 ) rl
0.r25(12)
84 (16)
90.0(0)
174 (16)
"bow tie", as are thosefor T(2) and Ba (Fig. a). The major
Ez
0.163(10)
6 (r5)
90.0(0)
84 (16)
r3
0.241(8)
90.0(0)
r80.0(0)
90.0(0)
axis of the ellipsoid for apical O(2) is quasi-parallelto c.
OH
rl
0 . 0 8 8 ( l1 )
180.0(0)
90.0(0)
90.0(0)
Theseorientationsare consistentwith different sizesof the
tz
0.r20(o)
e0.0(0)
90.0(0)
0 (l)
T(2) cation in different unit cells. By contrast, the major
r3
0.120(0)
90 (0)
180 (t)
90.0(0)
axesof the ellipsoidsfor T(1),O(1),and O(5) are all parallel
rl
0.089(4)
92 (5)
9o.o(o)
r78 (5)
to a, thus suggestingthat the T(1FT(1)"bow ties" adjust
r2
0.l l 7(3)
90.0(0)
0.0(0)
90.0(0)
r3
0.128(3)
r78 (5)
90,0(0)
88 (5)
their positionsas units along a in responseto the local T(2)
sizes.The orientationsof the major and median axesof the
ellipsoids for the other basal oxygens O(3) and O(4) are
to [100] in particular appearsinvalid. The listed violations
intermediateto a and b and appearto be affectednot only
werealso observedin data collectedfrom a secondcrystal.
by the size of T(2) but also by variable amounts of tetra3. The thermal ellipsoidsof atoms 0(6) and Ba on the
hedraltilting and rotationdue to that size.
mirror plane are oriented with their major axesnormal to
the mirror plane.This suggeststhat the mirror plane does
True symmetry
not exist,at leastlocally.
There are severallines of evidencethat suggestthe true
4. Bond lengthsand bond anglesinvolving the atoms on
symmetryol anandite-2oris lower than pnmn.
the mirror plane indicate distortions of the Pnmnstructure
l. Convergence
was achievedat R*:6.4% despitethe that may require relaxationof the symmetry.
fact that the crystal used was unusually perfect with no
5. Examination of the eight general reflections that
indication of streaking of k + 3n reflections,that might should be equivalentrevealsa pattern of small deviations
suggeststackingerrors or interstratification.
from orthorhombic symmetry. Two patterns are evident.
2. There are a number of violations of the systematic Both require monoclinic symmetry P2rla axis unique for
extinctionsrequired by Pnmn,as listed in Table 7. The Fo the samecell usedfor Pnmn).There is only one violation of
values for these reflections(and their Friedel equivalents) this space group in Table 7. Of the 1074 reflections reare considerablygreaterthan 3o. The n-glideplane normal sulting from mergingaccordingto orthorhombic symmetry
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Fig. a. [001] viewoforientationsofthermalellipsoidsin layer l.

approximately 200 show a relationship valid for P21 with
but with the Friedel equivalentsnot equal, thus hkl : hkl
Friedel equivalentsequal,so that the structure amplitudes + hH : h-kl + hht : EEt + iw : n*1. Both patterns
o f h k l : h k l : h k l : h k l + h k l : h k l : h k l : h k l . occur primarily, but not exclusively,in reflections with
Another 26 of the reflectionswereobservedas valid for P2, h+k:
odd. Becausethe deviationsin generalare less
than 3o in both patterns,a secondcompletedata set was
collectedon a different crystal in order to test the intensity
Table 7. Pnnn svmmetrv violations
relationships.The resulting observed consistencyof the
patterns for the samereflectionsin both data setssuggests
Ylolatlon Posltlon h t.I
F(obs.) Slgnr
a real deviation from orthorhombic symmetryfor approxiz-fol d
mately 20% of the generalreflections.We interpret these
300
11.38 1.84
screl
a
relationships to signify that most of the structure obeys
0
n-91 lde
2
13.87 1 . 3 7
t
Pnmn on average,but that some atoms do not. The non0
I
15.69 1.00
0
9
22.71 l . ? 8
equality of the Friedel pairs suggestsanomalousscattering
0
25
35.79 2.95
and the absenceof a centerof symmetryfor a small part of
0
0
17.69 1.34
0
{
10.81 1 . 5 0
the structure.
0
6
27.00 1.03
0
I
1 9 . 1 4 0.85
6. Perhapsthe most convincingevidencefor monoclinic
0 4 3
33.62 l . l 0
symmetry (a axis unique) comes from the non0 4 l5
50.38 1 . 8 0
0 5 5
l8.tt3 t . t 2
orthogonality of the unit cell. Accurate centeringof axial
0 5 I
31.41 t . 2 7
reflectionswith 20 in the range 84" to 103' yieldedcrystal0 5 3
31.16 1.25
0 6 5
37.08 t . 2 7
lographic angles of a : 90.15(2f, f :90.O1(2)", and
0 6 9
19.25 1 . 5 0
0 I 5
y:89.99(2)". The non-orthogonalityof the a angle was
31.53 t.z7
0 8 9
33.95 1 . 3 3
confirmedon four differentcrystals.
0 8 13
33.40 t . 5 2
0 t? I
33.84 1 . 7 6
Lowering of the symmetry to P2, could be due to ad0 t? 7
3r.94 1.63
ditional cation ordering involving the T(2) hybrid
2-fol d
Fef,.*rSio..
cation, although it cannot separateFe3* and Si
b
03
0
17.69 l.3il
SCrer
completely. Furthermore, additional cation ordering
n-gl lde
l{
0
10.57 t . 2 2
c
cannot affect the corner M(1) hybrid that is closestto a
t5 0
12.00 t.12
30 0
11.38 1 . 8 4
50:50 ratio, unlessa superlatticeexists.Consequently,the
3l
0
ll.7l
l.5t
lower symmetryis more likely due to distortional effects.
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Refinementin P2, symmetrywas attemptedby modeling
the possibleordering patternsand suspecteddistortion patterns and by using a DLS program to provide starting
atomic coordinates. In the distortion models care was
taken to insure that the heavy Ba and S atoms,becauseof
their importancein determiningphaseangles,weresited off
the mirror planes ( + and - in different models).In all
cases,however,least-squares
refinementof the modelsgave
impossiblebond lengths,and DED maps did not provide
clues to suggestthe nature of the distortion. Refinement
was attempted both using all of the data and using only
those reflectionsmost sensitiveto P2, symmetry. Friedel
"equivalents" were entered as separate reflections, and
anomalousscatteringfactorswereusedin all refinements.
We concludethat the true symmetrymost likely is monoclinic P21, but that the deviation from orthorhombic
Pnmn is too small to allow refinementbv the methods we
have used.
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